
The Campaign against
Climate Change has more
than 20 years experience of
direct action campaigning to
force governments and
corporations to reduce
emissions and address the
climate crisis. We build broad
action, bringing together

environmental groups,
trade unions and political
organisations for urgent
action to reduce global
emissions.
In Plymouth, we organise
through the Plymouth
Climate Council. Visit our
website and Join Us!

For Mass Action!
Join the Climate Justice Contingent on the 18th June!

Climate activists are joining with trades
unionist for a giant demonstration in
London against the profiteering
priorities of Johnson's Tory Government
and his Corporate mates.
Join the transport from Plymouth -
free coach leaves Home Park car
park at 6am on 18th June: book a
seat at tinyurl.com/18june22
Bring banners and placards - invest in
renewables, Demand Climate Jobs now!

War, the economic crisis, energy
crisis and climate crisis share
the same causes and solutions,
writes Tony Staunton from the Campaign
against Climate Change.
The climate crisis is becoming more
obvious each week. Deadly heatwaves
of around 50C from Texas to Kolkata,
Northeast Brazil to Australia, are
affecting over one billion people,
hundreds of millions losing access to
water food and shelter.

Wars for land and resources are adding
to global food shortages already
affected by crop failures. Nations are
closing borders and militarising security,
leaving the migration of whole
populations across, for example, the
Horn of Africa, with nowhere to go and
no nation ready to accept them.
Few people remain unaware of the
deep and accelerating global crisis.
Working class people are experiencing
huge cuts to income, with food-and-fuel
price hikes and failing infrastructure.
Meanwhile, the big Corporations - oil
and gas, military hardware,
agrochemical companies - report

3 Years to Catastrophe

record-upon-record breaking profits
accumulating wealth and resources
into the top 1% of humanity, denying
resources and hope to the vast
majority.
And rather than open borders to save
climate refugees, rather than
negotiate settlements to conflicts for
the sake of humanity, rather than cap
profits and redistribute resources to
those in need, Governments subsidise
the Big Corporations and fund new
gas and oil fields and coal mines to
destroy the environment.

The United Nations is a very
conservative and top-down
Establishment organisation. So when
its leader, Secretary General Antonio
Guterres states we have three years
to stop all new emissions and must
reduce emissions of global heating
gases by 45% by 2030 if we are to
prevent social collapse, we have to
Act Now!

The cause of all this is the system of
Capitalism. The exploitation of both
the natural world and the majority of
humanity for the wealth, power and
privileges of a tiny few must be
challenged and replaced.
Whatever element of the global crisis
is the focus of your concern, its all
linked!

We must join together in our
millions to force societal change
for our very survival. That's why
we will join with the Trades Union
Congress to demonstrate on 18th
June - free transport from
Plymouth: tinyurl.com/18june22

System Change Now!

War for Food

Build Intersectionality!

www.campaigncc.org


